
.Animation at the'lnterface

DESPITE MANY YEARS OF ADVANCES in computer graphics hardware

and software, and in human interface technologies' designs, and styles, our

user interfaces are still primarily static' The purpose of this chapter is to

review ways in which dynamic imagery and animation have been used in

interfaces to date, and to sketch some ways in which they could be used

to enrich the interfaces of the future. Our thesis is that current uses of

animation at the interface have barely scratched the surface of what is

possible and interesting.

\I/hat Is Animation?

Animation is not the an of DRAwINGS'that'moze but the art of MOVE'
MENTS-tbat-are-drutm. What happens between each frame is more impor-
tant than what exists on each frame. Animation is thetefore the art of

manipulating the invisible interstices that lie between frames. The interstices
are the bones, flesh, and blood of the movie, what is on each frame, merely

the clothing. lNorman Mclaren, 1968, as quoted in Baecker (1969)l

Animation is "the graphic art which occurs in time" [Martin, 1969]' lt

is a dynamic visual statement, form and structure evolving through move-

ment over time.
The Saturday morning cartoons with which we are all familiar barely

scratch rhe surface of the possibil i t ies of animarion. Yes. animarion can be

used for entertainment and for storytelling, but it can also be used to
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establish a feeling or a mood, as a diversion, for drama, as identiEcation,

for selling or persuasion, and for explanation and teaching'

Inanimate objects can be energized with feeling and emotion [Lzto,/r',

Lasseter, Reeves, et a|.,1986; Red's Dteam, Lasseter, Reeves, et al', 1987]'

Orders of magnitude of time and space can be compressed and made

accessible fCosrzlc Zoom, Yerrall, 7968; Powers of Ten, Eames, 197\]'

Time and space can be combined in innovative ways [Pas de Deux, Mc

Laren,19671.
It is also important to realize that there are numerous animation tech-

niques [Laybourne, 1979] with which one can produce effective dynamic

imagery that are far simpler than the full motion of two-dimensional or

three-dimensional character animation. Thus, we should look to the lan-

guage of cinema for models of how our interfaces could behave This

suggests rhar we include, as global changes to the entire screen' the rzf'

the fad.e in (fade out), the dissolue, the wipe, the ouerlay, and the multiple

exposarc. Loc^\\y, within a region of the screen' interfaces should allow

the pop on (pop off), the puLl dowx (pull up), the flip, and the spitt ' Finallv,

they should allow, as either global or local phettomena, teuerse uideo, color

changes, scrolling, panning, zooming in (zooming out)' and close-aps' We

shall see below how such effects can make an interface more memorable

and vivid, more captivating and enjoyable to use.

How Is Computer Animation Produced?

Animation in all forms and media, whether based on traditional painted

cels, clay models, or computer-generated imagery, whether rendered in

fl ipbooks, recorded on videotape, or displayed on a computer screen' is

composed of sequences of static images changing rapidly enough to create

the i l lusion of a continuously changing picrure.

Animation depends on the fact that images formed on the human retina

persist for some time after the source of the image has disappeared' Because

of ,hi., u ,., of images rapidly displayed in succession appear to blend

together into a continuum. The speed at which images must be displayed

in order to achieve apparently continuous imagery depends on the persist-

ence time. For example, standard film speed is 24 frames (distinct static

images) per second, and the NTSC video standard specifies 30 frames per

,".ond 1*hi.h is actually produced as 60 fields per second, a 6eld being

either all the even or all the odd scan lines of the image) Animated

sequences presented at 15 frames per second will be perceived by the

average viewer as being jerky.

Animation produced on modern computers is fenered by the discrete

nature o{ the compute.'s display. A modern display is composed of a set

o[ colored or monochrome pixels arranged in a recrangular array called a

raster. The contenrs of the raster are srored rn a hardware device called I



frame buffer. Images are created by seming each individual pixel in the

raster to an appropriate color; when viewed as a whole, the collection of

densely packed pixels can appear !o represent a continuous image' Although

this concept sounds crude in comparison to high-grade film stock, surpris-

ingly good results can be obtained if care is taken in the way images are

created, especially when a series of images is used to create an animated

sequence.
While the pixel and the raster are the basic tools for displaying computer

imagern the step from a set of static images to an animated display is not

a simple one. Effective animation on a computer display generally depends

on some degree of hardware support' a number oI software tricks, or a

combination of both. Although hardware support can speed up the rate at

which animation can be produced, the clever use of sofrware techniques

can also accelerate and improve a given platform's animation potential.

These techniques include the use of dozble buffering lBaecker, 1979], color

,nap animation [Shor.rp, 1979], and the use of incremental updates to

redraw only those portions of a frame which have changed, a technique
pioneered by the programmers of early videogames,

Animations can be specified in any number of ways (they can even be

described in words, although they lose most of their magic in the telling),
and computers can generate animation using a variety of techniques. Pic-

ture-driuen anitnatiott [Baecker, 1969] creates dynamic sequences through
the appropriate selection and positioning in each frame of one animation

cel chosen from a family of similar cels. Keyframing [Burtnyk and Wein,
1971] relies on the specification of static images at a number of particular

frames (keyframes). Based on the surrounding keyframes, the computer can
then interpolate all the {rames lying in between, a process called in-be-

rweening. Both of these processes actually have their roots in traditional
cel animation production. Procedural animation [Reynolds, 1982] is gen-

erated automatically from a procedural description of the animation; often

the procedure will take a set of parameters, allowing it to produce an entite
family of similar animation sequences, the particulars of which depend on

the precise values of the parameters.
Each of these techniques has a particular application to and impact on

the production of computer animation. The exact mix of hardwarc support
and software availability determines to a significant degree the type, quality,

and volume of computer animation that a particular environment can
support. But in deciding what kinds of images we actually want to Produce)
hardware and sofrware considerations are secondary to the purpose of the
image and the ser's tasks and goals, How can we employ animation to
create more engaging, useful, and usable interfacesl We will examine three
roles for animation: to reveal structure, process, and function. For each
role, several subroles will be illustrated by scenarios.

L



Animation of Structure: Exploring Complex Environments

The 6eld of real-time three-dimensional computer graphics has revolution-

ized design, simulation, and testing. The automotive design team of today

can create a complete model of a hypothetical car and animate it in real

time on their workstations, placing it in different environments and viewing

it from different angles. Only ten years ago, a similar process would have

required the construction of a scale or life-size mock-up, a much more

expensive and time-consuming process Our new capabilities accelerate and

cheapen the design process, and encourage more alternatives to be explored

in greater detail than was previously feasible.

ScENARro. AI\IMATI)N oF VIEVPoINT: E]XPLoRE vlf,vPolNTs ro DETER-

MINE T}JA R,EI-{TIONSHIP BET'IEEN AN ENTITY AND ITS EIII{RONMENT.

Consider the creation of new entities lor whrch spatlal consrderanoars are

important. The appearance of a hypothetical object from multiple view-
of new entitiesfor which spatialconsiderations

points, whether the object is considered independently or in relationship to

a surrounding environment, is of prime importance to its design' Significant

questions include:

o What can be seen and how does it look from a Partiolar viewPoint?

r Are there viewpoints from which the obiect is particularly unappealing

or from which the obiect clashes with its environmenti

r rJghat is the overall impact that the new object has on its environment as

one moves throug[ that environmentl

These questions can best be answered using animated walkthroughs or

flybys. Numerous applications for the animation ofviewpoint may be found

in CAD systems and CAD applications.

A sirnple exarnple of the use of animation uieupoints is prouided by John
Danaby's study of the impact of a proposed buildin| proiect in the

Ottau)a Parliamehtary Precirlct lDanahy, 19881. Figure A in the colot

insett illustrates Ottaua's Parlisment Hill showt uith and uithout a

pToposed netu buitding, and also from two differelt perspectives' The

stteet-leuel uiew makes it clear tbat the pToposed neu btilding will bloch

pedestrian sightlines to existing key brildings. The ability to animate the

uieu,point is crucial m acbieuing sucb ircigbts.

ScENApJo, ANTMATTON oF APPEAR 4 TcEt VIsuArIzE Ho\t AN oBFcr'

STRUCTURE. OR SYSTEM VOULD LOOK T'NDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF

UG1IT AND SI{ADE.

Consider the computer simulation of any complex obiect or stlucture'

Depending on the nature of the object, the user may need to know the

followine:



. What does the object look like under different lighting conditions?

r How does the object interact with its surroundings r.rnder different light-

ing conditions)

Animating the appearance of the object will help to answer both of these
questions. By animating the addition, movement, change of spectral qual-

ities, and removal of different lights, we can simulate the object under

different lighting conditions and in transition berween those conditions

Figule B ift the color inselt shous a cotuputer model of the dotantoton core

of Toronm at two differcflt tines of the d.ay, producing radically differett
conf.gurations of light and shadow

ScENARro, ANIMAT'I)N oF AL'rERNAT'IW FuruREs, EXAMII.IE ALTERNA-
TTI'E zuTURES TO DOERIENCE HYPOTHETICEL ENVIRONMENTS VISUAILY

OR TO SIMUI.ATI ACTI\4TIES TOO DANGEROUS OR DIFFICULT TO \4EW

DIRECTLY.

Consider a situation that can evolve in a number of different ways. It is
valuable to be able to simulate and visualize these possible futures in order
to determine which is most desirable. Questions prompting the simulation
and visualization include:

r What are the potential futures and their associated costs and benefts?

r What is the visual impact of eachl

o What elements do each of the potential futures have in commonl

Questions such as these can be addressed by animating each of the

alternative futures. In essence, such animation is the visual equivalent to

asking "Vhat if ?" questions of a spreadsheet.

lohn Danahy bas made extensiue use of the anintation of ahertatiue futbles
in considering uarious planting scberfles for so{tening the uisual itfipact

of power lines on tbe surrounding enuironment lDaxaby, 19881. Figure
C in tbe color insert presents four itnages frot a shdy prepared for the

Ontario Hydroelectrk Commission in ubich the effects of differext kixds
of uegetation were simulated over the entire growtb cycle.

Oi the three areas we discuss, animation of structure and its use in
applications rcpresents by far the most mature and widespread use of
computer animation. It has been spurred for the past decade by the intro-
duction and development of sophisticated hardware accelerators for assist-
ing in the production of real-time animation. This highly specialized 6eld
hes been embraced by the scientiEc and engineering communities, who view
the use of this technology as a natural and logical extension of their work.



Arimation of Process: Visualizing Algorithms and Programs

Another role for animation is in revealing or explaining complex processes
such as computer programs. This is part of an activity that we call program

uisaalization [Baecker, 1985].
A program is a computation that executes and unfolds over time, so it

is narural to use animation as a method of portrayal. Our goal could be to
explain the process, to simplify it to make it accessible, or perhaps to reveal
its full complexity gradually and in a layered manner.

ScENARto, A^,IMAT'I)N oF AL@RI7'I'IM': STMULATE AND VISUALIZE A

CL{SS OF AIGORITHMS.

To understand how a particular algorithm or class of algorithms works, it
often helps to construct a visual model of what happens when the program

executes. Often, these models can be useful in comparing several algorithms
that are similar but slightly different. These visual models are designed to
address some of the questions frequently asked about algorithms:

o What are the basic characteristics of the aleorithml

. How exactly does the algorithm achieve its goal?

o Is the algorithm implemented recursively, as a loop, or in some other
manner?

. what type of data structures does the algorithm use)

r How fast does the algorithm run with respect to other algorithms in the
same classl

Each of these questions will be of particular interest depending on the
programmer's requirements, Answers will be provided compellingly and
convincingly by a successful animation of the algorithm, which can reveal
an algorithm's traits, basic strategy, and overall performance characteristics'

In the film Sorting Out Sorting fBaecket, 19811, a number of different
sortirrg algorithtns are animated and cornpared. The dynamic uisual
representations of the executing algoritbms conuey their basic structare
in ofi extlemely effectiue manner, as shoun in f.gure D in tbe color
insett. This figule preseflts six still images from tbe algorithm 'nce"

beld at the end of the mouie, in which the nine algoritbms ruce dgainst
eacb other on identical data, compellingly illustrating the perfolrnance
differmces benueen the algorithms

Another uisual experiment included in Sorting Out Sorting proued. insluc-

tire. At the end of the film, we included as a recapitulztiok a 12-tirnes
speeded-up uersion of the ertile mouie. Ani ltiotl sequences literally
whiz by, bat, because ue'ue seen them before in slou motio , the! are
meaningful euen at higb speed. They become, in a sekse, dynamic pic'

tograms, animated icofls replesenting tbe algotithms.



Figurc A: Otta||a\ Parliament Hill
shawn fton two dift'etent
pespectires. lnages caunesy ol be
Centte fot Landscape Research,
Universny of Torcnb.



Figure 8: A model of the dawntown
corc of latonta. 81 (top) shows the
lonq thadows chatacteistic of the
eatly norning, and 82 (botton)
rcptesents the ciry ar noon. lmaqes
counesy of the Cente lor Lanrlscape
Research, Univetsiry at Torcnto.



figure C: An illusl-tation af haw a
praposed planting schene '|ill help
sc/een a perlon's view ofa, e/ecrrtc
tansnaston ljne avet a ts-yeal
petiod as the veEetation maturc\.
The images (rcad tap ao bo on)
show a eiew befate planting, aftel
planting, aftet five yeats, and at'tel
fifteen yea6. lmages cautesy of the
Centrc t'or Landscape Research,
Unive\ity of Iorcnta



I pue D an tllLr,aton o' hos inrc,erl;n8 ,ParureJ ot nn" d $etent od;n8
at;.ot hn' d,e \" rtty poT,dv.d b\ Ihe "n nauon' tat e'anplc

. Ihe navenent of data is depicted by the movenent al dat\' A calor change
(ftom yellow to rcd) cJenates when an ,tem feaches ilt ukif;,ate so ecl" positian

. Ihe rccursirc behaviot af the quicksort and tti ute of pattitianing ate cteattv
visible (D2-D1).
. Ihe propeny oi shelkoft in ||hi.h, thrcugh multQle passes, ,t ptrrhe5 a//ot the
data cioset and closet ta the "sarted" nate i5 appatent|D2-D5)
. The oatadoxical tendency of heapsort Io move /a/ge iems closer and closer Io

he frc: beforc twitchinc them to then corect po5itron towad the back of the

data is vvidly shown (D2-D5).

, The five "n squated" algotikms arc innediatelv distinsuithable frcm the foul

that ate "n log t1 ' (D3 D6).

Fnmes arc ex.eeted frcm Sorllng our SodinE, prcduced and dnected bv Ronald
Eaeckea Aynanic Ctaphics Prciect, Conputet Svstens Reser/ch ,nsttlIe,
Linivetsny oi lorcnta, I98l. Disttibuted by Maryan Kauhann, Plbiishers



fisure E: Calor azqeatancet change
b;sed on theit rclatianshi? to othel
colors. Each 'X" aqqeats ta be the
calot of lhe oPPoeIe ba(lgraund
hohever,  both Xs are the sdme
color. Reprinted courtetY oI Ya/e



figue r: Ihe snall brown s.trarcs
appeat b be t||a distinct cola6, bur
they ate identi.al. Once again,
placenent and rclationthips with
ather colors allect interytetation.
Reptinted couttesy of Yale



Figurc C: when any 6lot i5 added
ar changed in a design, Ihe avetall
eitect mun be reconJide.ed. 8v
alteting only one calor in this
pauen (black changes ta white), the
entire chancter of the patten it
trantforned. Reptinted cauftesy ol
Yale University Ptes.



Fisue H: Ho|| shoutd colots be chasen lot dvnanicallv chansinE displavs? \lhen
$; size and Dlacenent ol elenents arc alteted, the avetall colot eft'ect can
Lhdnpe. /h,r tsrrre \hos) r4o ab.'Qr'pd ud.t^to.h oe5llop) A u(Pr m;8hr (erect

cojoi ^n,t. t.;k,ne "t the A,ndo^ , o^t eut"uon at H ' rop, onh to iind rhc.e
cotots have a diffeint efie.t in the H2 lavaut lbotton). The opening ol se"/etat
tndo*: chanee thc dp1alc "atu"'to. ot both the 'ed F the ba\lqrcuhd ral
thc hhp in th;  ̂ ,  nda6 , r rerob 4r 'o  notFihar  rhFUrer \so. l  envtronnFn,
chanees hon ptinatily rcd to blre



Figurc K: Put That Therc. A time lapse photograph shows a uset "dnEging" a ttiangle across a map of the Catibbean.



riEurc L: Ihe Dataclorc'' l@ vPL
Reseatch, lnc., 1 988). lnage
courtesy oi YPI Research.

Figurc M: vTDEOPLACE
Telecorr.n1unications. A tea.het and
student in dilfetent locatiant discuss
a homeworl assigrment. Each lees
a conposite imaAe of the reachet's
and studen(s hands paintin7 ta
rclevanr infomatian lA Myon W.I s  t h a t  t h e i ' e  b a { r . l i

t h e i r  b a l  l ?



figute N: A ane finger chawtng
prcdI)ced by a $et standing tn the

figue O: CRITTER, a conquter



Figurc P: Use$ intetactvia
telecommunications at
V!DEOPLACE.



figute Q: A utet can.rcate a spline
cutve using thumbs and fotelinsets
wnh vtDEoDEsK.

figurc R: Thtee-dimehsional tolids
can be easily crcated by hand
\'ith vtDfoDfSK.



Fisute S: fhe VPL Daaclave''
Model 2 {O VPt Resea.ch 19891.



Fi9ure T: Watkstatian prototype,
dereloped at the MII At.hitecturc
Machine Ctaq, lot three
d i men s io n al d I aw i n s, an d
manipula nB vittual obiects in a
linned virtual envircnment (a 5.ax



Sorting Out Soztizg was produced laboriously, by constructing and

tailoring"progra-s ro visualize each specific algorithm to 
-be 

animared'

Other investigators have anempted to build tools ro aid the process ot

frogr"- "niri"tion-for example, Balsa-Il [Brown, 1988] and Movie and

ltiti, 1n"nd.y and Kernighan, 1987l We also have looked at this problem'

fil ,".o1, *". LOGOmotion [Baecker and Buchanan, submitted for pub-

lication], a protorype system for the graceful and unobtrusive animation ot

aleorithms. To use LOGOmotion, we merely indicate which procedures

"n--d d"," ,,ro*or", we want to observe, and LOGOmotion constnrcts a

default animation of the execution of a LOGO program lf the default

animarion is not satisfaclory. we describe bow to improve ir by wriring

additional code in LOGO.

Movies such as Sottirlg Out SortiflS and systems such as Balsall and

LOGOmotion are imPortant because they encourage the use ot anlmatlon

as a vehicle for visualizing and aiding the comprehensioo of complex

programs. How can we understand the behavior of distributed computing

,yr,i-, op.."ring in dozens of sites, multiprocessor systems consisting of

hundreds of integrated processors and memories, ol expelt systems oper-

"Cng *ith tbouslnds of rules? Perhaps, once we learn how to define and

cons-truct animarions of such systems, we will be better able to master their

complexity.

Animation of Function: Making Interfaces More Comprehensible

Even if the computations underlying a program are simple' the interface to

it may app€ar to b" .o-pl"". Animation can help cut through the com-

plexrry of an interface Animation can:

r Review what has been done

r Show what can be done

o Show what cannot be done

o Guide a user as to what to do

r Guide a user as to what not to do

In other words, animation can help us review the past, understand tle

present, and describe the future. [t can help us answer the questions: "How

dia I g"t t...1", "Where am I?", and "Where am I goingl" We shall

describe eight uses of animation-antmadon as:

Identification:
Transition:

Choice:
Demonstration:
Explanatton:

What is this?
From where have I come, to where have

I gonel
What can I do now?
What can I do with this?

How do I do this?



Feedback:
History:
Guidance:

What is happening?
What have I donel
What should I do now?

S.ENARI?, ANIMAfloN As IDENTTFICATI)N: IDEN'r'rFy AN APPLICA'I'ION

QUICKLY AND W!'IDLY \7HEN IT IS INVOKED.

Consider a user stalting an application with which he is unfamiliar: the
user is unsure of whether he has selected the coftect application, and of
whether the application does what he wants, Furthermore, he may have to
wait while the application is loaded and initialized before finding our. Many
home computer games have made use of this waiting period, which is an
excellent time for:

r Identifying which application has been started
o Marketing and calling aftention to the manufacturer's name
. Co[veying to the user a sense of what the application does

These tasks can be accornplished effectively with animation. Although
the application name and manufacturer can be identified by static type, an
attlactive animated pres€ntation is mote likely to be remembered. Although
text and static pictures can inform the user of the application's function,
an animation can convey information more vividly and more rapidly,

A ttpical example of this rce of dftimation occbrs in the Robotropolis
Preuieu in the computer game Robot Odyssey 1 fTbe Leaming Com-
paty, 19841. The aser is treated to d o e-m;nute animated pteuieu of
higblights from the game, is ixtroduced to tbe game's portrayal of him
and his tbree robot cornpdnions, and is introduced to the task of as-
cendihg apuards tbrough the fiue leuels of Robotropolis with the help
of the robots.

This type of animation is already in occasional use, particularly in video
games, but it is not yet pervasive in any particular environment.

ScENARlo, AI\IMAT'IoN As TRANsmoN: OREENr rru usER DURING
TRANSMONS FROM ONE PROCESS TO ANOTHER.

Animation can be used successfully to portray and clarify transitions in the
state of both the working environment and individual processes. In such
cases, anrmauon attempts to:

. Keep the user aware of changes to the working environment
o Locate and identify newly created entities within the environment
o Cue the user ro new or old rreas ot inrete\r.

These goals can all be achieved by simple animarion effects.
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A good illustratiox is the zoom used in the Macintosh desktop enrironffient
(fgwe 1). The oxtline zoorn that accornpanies the opening (afid closing)

of an icon orimts the user to the location and origin ofthe neu windou

that appeals on the desktop. This is particula y helpful in a crowded

enuironmett If the new window were to aPPear Luithout tbe opening

zoom, it uould. be more d.ifficub for the user to detemifie that he had
indeed opexed the correct icon. 

-fhe 
closing zoom assists ift ififotflirlg

the useT uhele he ruas *orking before he started the pTocess that has

iust been conbleted.

This type of animation is already in widespread use on the Macintosh,
perhaps because of its relative ease of implementation and uncontroversial
nature. In fact, HyperCard provides users with a variety of special visual

effects to highlight transitions, including zooms, wipes, and dissolves.

Figure 1: Iransition to a new folder
on the Macintosh Desktop (read
tight to lef) .



ScENARro, ANIMAn)N As Crrorct; Pnovlor AN ovERvtEv oF coMPLEx

MENUS.

Typical pull-down and pop-up menus occupy a fair amounr of screen space,

especially on personal computers, with their relatively small displays. This

can result in a loss of context, as the information that relates to the usel's

menu choice ends up being hidden behind the menu Furthermore, complex

hierarchies of menus require large numbers of menu selections in order to

arrive at the desired menu choice. Animated menus represent one potential

solution to these problems.
The basic idea is simple. Instead of the menu and its choices being

displayed statically, different sets of choices, submenus, and other items

can be animated by displaying them in succession using techniques such as

paging, flipping, cycling, scrolling, or three-dimensional rotation. The ben-

efits that can result from such techniqrles include:

o Reducing the screen space required by the menu and the degree to which

the me[u obscures other material on the screen

r Allowing rapid display of the entire menu set and of the relationships

between menu items

Consider, for example, a desktop publishing system in which there are latge

numbers of combinations of typeface, weight, slant, and poittt size.

Conuentionally, ue coald mahe a set of ixdependent selections, not

knouing if the combination is ualid, or use a hierarchic set of mews

designed to allow only ualid choices. Arl altefilliue is to animale the set

of all ualid combinations (fr4urc 2)

Animations of this kind are possible with current technology; research

is required to determine if they are effective.

ScEt'tARIo, ANTMAu'N As DELIoN'TRATI2N: IMPRO\E THE bIFoRMA-

TION CONTENT OT ICONS OR SYMBOLS USED TO PERFORM ACTIONS.

Although desktop environments often make use of icons to rePresent ac-

tions that can be performed, the static nature of these icons limits their

information content. Instead, imagine the possibilities of using dynamically

changing pictograms-anirnated icons. Such use of animation could:

r Increase the amount of information that is contained in the iconic rep-

resentation

o Clarify the luncrion of the icon rhrough rhe use o[ animated ra[her than

static symbols

Both of these items are best achieved through the use of carefully scripted

animation that is tailored to the particular icon. The animation of an

application icon allows more rniormarion about rhe applicarion to be con-
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veyed to the use! at an €arlier stage; the concePts are similar to thos€

described in the section entitled "Animation as Identi6cation " The ani

mation of action icons is more radical, however'

br mony paint prcgta?ns, most of the icons are self-euident' bttt sofie arc

not. Obseuti icoxs include the Pdilt Cdn' the Spray Can' and the Eraser'.

Euen more probleftatic is the *io of tbe Pdilt Btush, tbe Pencil' 1nd

the Closed Curue. It is not at 4Il obviolts from their icons horo the

dttributes of btush sh4pe, line thickness, dnd filI texture affect these three

dtauing operatiot s. A great deal of trial'rntl-erronnay be tequired to

, d.erstand uhat is going on. Atri,,ldtion cdt clarifii underlying relation'

ships and intrcduce fun.tionality (see figure 3)'

This type of comPlex animation requires significant computing power

and some degre€ of oPerating system support, particularly i{ animation oi

a number of different icons is to exist concurrently Again, resealch ls

required to determine the Perceptual and coglitive implications of such

antmatlon.

Fiaurc 2: An animaEd menu set
discribing valid typogr aphic choice
(rcad tight to left).



Figurc 3: An animated icon describ-
ing the Eraser in a paint prcgtam.

ScENARro, A^ MAnoN As ExPr.lNATroN; PRoVIDE MoRr INTIRESTING'

UNDERSTANDABL€, AND COMMUNICATIW TUIORIAI.S AND EXPLANA'

TIONS.

Animation is a compelling communications medium, comparing favorably

with the more commonly used static media involving text and pictures. As

a result, a natural application of animation is for tutorials and explanations'

such as the "Guided Tours" that are distributed with some Apple products.
'ti 

hereas animation as demonstration provides only a superficial introduc_

tion !o function, animation as explanation presents a detailed tutorial

illustrating technique. These rutorials differ {rom error and help messages

(see below) in that the situations they portray are purely hypothetical and

are used only for purposes of illustration. Animated rutorials can:

o Depict complex sequences o( steps and evolving siruations more realisti-

cally and convincingly than textual explanations

r Maintain the user's interest by being lively and enjoyable

Consid.er the processes of Copt and Paste in the Mdcitltosh, An afib ated

tutorial such ds thdt shorL'n in fgure 4 couw comtuunicate uery effec'

tiuely the concept tbat the Clipboad holds only the rcsult of the , ost

recent Cut or CoPy operution, highlighted in fgarcs 4a axd 4c by the

dasbed lihe, and not dlso tbe resuh of a preceding action

Such animations must be designed well in order to be effective, the large

investment of time required usually precluding their use Tools for accel-

€rating the authoring of these animations must th€refole be developed.

ScENAnro, ANTMATToN As FEEDBACK: PRo\'tDE CURRENT lNFoRlvtATIoN

CONCERNING THE STATUS OF A SYSTEM OR ITS BACKGROI'ND PROCESSES'

A considerable arftount of inforrnatioft lbotat processes lunnhtg in tbe

background can be cofiueyed to tbe useT through dn iconic representAtion

ol each process. This dpproa.h was aduo.ated by Myers 11984) ix hk

design of tbe Sapphire windouing system for the Perq wolhstation

opeTdti g enuironnent. Figure 5 shous a Sdpphirc icort dt foltr stdges in

the executioft of a C contpileT processing the file foo. The uppet hoti'

zontal bar is a percent-done process indicdtor LMyeB, 1985] sholuing

the progress of the compiler on a set of fles. Tbe thTee starc indicate

that the )ird.ota associated with the icon is not disphyed; as can be

seen from figure 5d, the uindou.t tuas brougbt on to the screefi after the

keyboard input request signaled in figure 5c. In addition, the exclamation

marh in figure 5d indicates thdt the process ,leeds lttehtiorl

Ve can extend these ideas and adapt them to create a more animated

interface. Animated icons associated with processes could convey such

information as:
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. Whether the process is active at any given instant in time

. V4rat portion of the computer's time is being devoted to the process

. What balance of other computer resources is required by the process

r How close the process is to completion, as is done, for example, with file

copying in the Macintosh Finder and with pagination and 6le saving in

Microsoft lford

Simple animation can communicate such information to the user, using

scaling, transpar€ncy, color animation, and bar graphs sirnilar to Myers's.

lmagine an icon that needs attention changing color to become plogres_

sively more red as it is ignored for an increasingly long period of time.

lndeed, color could also be r-rsed to convey the balance of resources required

by the process, with a process that is totally compute-bound being blue, a

process totally I/O-bound being yellow, and more balanced processes hav-

ing a color in between. Similarly, an icon's size could be used to convey an

idea of how much compute power the process is consuming.

Obviously, attempting to communicate all this information for each

process would lead to both a pulsating display and a riot of information

that the user would not be able to assimilate easily. Thus, good design is

essential. Given sufficient compute power and operating system suppon,

such animation could be provided easily.

ScENARro. AMMA'I'IoN As ltsro{ r; PRo1'IDE AccEss ro INTERACTIoN

HISTORY AND TO HISTORICAI CONTEXT.

Users frequently get lost in applications. All of a sudden, they realize that

they have no idea where they are or how they got there. The availability

of history is important to the user in these situations, for it can:

r Show exactly what steps were taken to get to the current state

. Demonstrate the precise results of speciEc actions lecently undertaken

o Provide rapid overviews o{ general trends in the user's recent activities

Considel the process of copying d portion of a gtdphic doc ment into a

uord processitrg doat nent using Cat and Paste. An aflimate.l history

such as that shown in figure 6 coxld allou the bser to leuieo holl) a

piture wds inchtded in the document and from whete it came,

Animated historical overviews can be produced easily by supplying a

history o{ the ttser's actions to a procedural animation package that inter-

prets the transactions in the historical log to produce descriptive animation

specific to the actual application or environment being used. These ani'

makd histories are almost exact playbacks of the user's rec€nt (or not so

recent) activities. Of interest is the ability to play these histories backwards

or forwards, to concentrate on specinc segments, and to play them at
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arbitrary speeds. This latter ability allows the user to compress a great deal

"i iiti"o t- " trt*t period of time, which is useful {or refreshing familiar

material or scanning for general trends More abstract historical animation

is more complex to prod.tce but can rely on similal stlategies [Kurlander

and Feiner, 1988; Sukavir iYa, 19881.

Although simple, this approach requires extensive disk space for storing

th. t."n,"Ition log., .hich makes it infeasible for current floppy-disk-based

home computer applications. For scientific workstations' however' anl-

mated histories are ctoser to becoming a realiry'

S]ENAIUC., ANIMATT)N AJ GurD,4-vcE: IMPRo!'E THE DELTVERY oF ERRoR

MESSAGES AND HELP AND THEREBY ACCELERATE THE CORRECTION OF

MISTAKES,

Computers, even those with what are considered user_friendly environ-

ments, tend to produce error messages that are abrupt, unhelPful' or cryPuc'

The careful use of animation in these messages can aid in making them

appear less intimidating, can convey mole information' and can help users

determine how to correct mistakes more quickly' Such animation can:

Figure 6: An animated histotY
siowing a CoPy and Paste
requence (read riSht to leltj
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Now is  the  t ime fo r  a l l
exce l ren t  dudes  to  come the
a i d  o f  t h e  p a r t y l

. Indicate the set of steps that produced the error

o Show what happened as a result of these incorrect actions

. Show what would have happened had the user followed various similar

courses of action

o Provide exact instruction demonstrating the steps required to achieve a

desired result

The 6rst two stages can be achieved easily using the techniques described

earlier for producing animated histories. The third and fourth stages require

the application to be able to determine possible courses of action, but these

steps can use the same animation capability. In this case, the application

produces alternative future histories that can then be displayed using the

animated history mechanism, thus producing animated futures'

Even providing only the 6rst two stages would be valuable A common

expe ence when one is confused and stuck is to describe the problem to

someone else. Often, the othel person doesn't ev€n get a chance to resPond,

because in the very act of articulating what has been done, one often realizes

the mistake that has been made.

Conside6 as an example, the cofinton Lppend mode problem of tbe UNIX

editor ed (fgure 7). The user is ryping text, btt faik to re,lize that he

has neglected m exit from append mode (7a) He becomes confused

beca*e the systefi appears tnute (7b), axd asks fot helP' The systenl

then reuieus his recent dctions (7c), notes that he is in append mode

(that is. executing aa append commandl' and plays an animation show'

itlg typicdl ases of ,ppend (7d). "Aha!" sdys the useL i'fltnediatel! seeikg

the rnistdke.

The automatic generation of such guidance l€quir€s a system to "un-

derstand" what a user is trying to do, what has gone wrong, and what the

user should do to fix it. This will likely require the application o{ artiFcial

intelligence techniques.
The examples of anirrlltiotl of function appear simple. Y€t appearances

can be deceptive, There are difEcult problems in the design of approPriate,

effective animation. There are also dificult problems in implemerttation'

Vnlrke anirndtiorl of structure and lnituation of process, where we exP€ct

to require siglificant resources and wh€re we are willing to wait {or suitable

effects, these new examples must execute instantaneously lf response is

sluggish, users will retreat to the fast' safe world of static text and static

pictures.

Conclusions

I(e have described a variety of roles for animation at the inlerface A'i-

mation of structure and animation of prccess are relatively conventional

Nor  is  the  t ime fo r  a l ]
eace l len t  dudes
a id  o f  the  Par tY !

s t i l l  n o r e  t e x t  . .

nex t  ed i ta t  comatd

Figure 7: Animated Buidance in
response to a UNIX mode eftor.



rolcs that emerge out of several decades of work in interactive tbree-

dimcnsional computer graphics and in program visualization. Far newer

and tlrerefore in a sense much more exciting, however, is anirflation of

finction. Here we are not only using animation at the interface but also

animation in and of the interface.

But many questions remain. How do we design such animations so that

thcy are clear and comprehensible, attractive and appealing? How do we
prcvent animation from becoming too complex to be effective? It must not
bccome too busy and too distracting, either spatially-in that too much is
going on in parallel----or temporally-in that too much is changing too
quickly. Such questions can be answered only through the extensive devel-
opmenr of protorypes and throug} user tesring.

Can we develop rools to enable the automaric or semi-auromatic con-
struction of interface animations? Or is this premature-need we focus all
our energies for the moment on developing the art of describing algorithms
and interfaces visually, on advancing the aft of prograrn illrstratiot?

If we can answer some of these questions and further explore the ideas
developed in this paper, trogrdrn illusttdtols of the future, both human
and automated, will be able to employ animation, along with other media
strch as audio and video, to rnake interfaces to computer systems more
enjoyable and more comprehensible.
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